
New TUCSON
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Outstanding progressive design doesn’t just happen; it’s crafted from the drawing board to
the road. Since its launch in 2004, the TUCSON has continued to evolve in design and build,
to reach this refined fifth-generation model.

We have a passion
for progress.



Adventure
Awaits.
The new TUCSON is about adventures together, plans made and plans
delivered. A choice of powerful, efficient engines and technology that
supports you.

Advanced safety systems protect you beyond the bodywork, with sensors
and cameras that alert you to danger. A fully connected in-car information
system syncs with your smartphone.
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Constant connectivity.
New TUCSON has an upgraded interior with dual curved 12.3” digital screens that showcase the new look
infotainment graphics and digital driver display.  Enjoy the enhanced connectivity of the 5th generation TUCSON at
your fingertips.
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New N Line.
The new sporting aesthetics of TUCSON N-Line comes equipped with body-coloured wheel arches, black detailing
on the front grille and unique new look 19” N Line alloy wheels.  

The exterior is complimented by the new design of the N Line interior that adorns red detailing on the faux suede
and black leather upholstery, as well as the ability to personalise the interior with the choice of 64 ambient interior
lighting colours.
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Feature highlights.
With fine finishing and close attention to detail throughout, the new TUCSON delivers the perfect drive.

Integrated wireless charger

The automatic and hybrid powertrains adorn a wireless phone
charger built into the centre armrest.

Finesse and flexibility

The 40:20:40 rear folding seat combination allows you to customise
the rear space to suit every journey.

Infotainment system

The next generation TUCSON comes equipped with dual curved
12.3" digital screens that feature a more luxurious and refined user
interface.

eCall

Should you be involved in an accident, your newTUCSON will
automatically phone the emergency services via the eCall system.



Feature highlights.

Shift-by Wire

Shift-by Wire is an intuitive electronic drive mode changing system
located next to the steering wheel that features a rotary-type dial.
Available on automatic and hybrid powertrains only.

USB-C Connectivity

The USB-C charging ports allows you to select between screen
pairing or high speed USB-C charging.

Digital driver display

The 5th generation of TUCSON features a new look digital driver
display.

Dual Zone Climate Control

The touch sensitive climate controls also feature dual zone climate
functionality, which allows the temperature to be set with the use of
physical dials.
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New TUCSON Colours. 
Choose from a wide range of exterior colours to create an new TUCSON that is best matched to your personal style.

Abyss Black
(Pearl)*

*All colours are an additional cost option except for Engine Red (Solid).

17" Alloy Wheel
(Advance)

18" Alloy Wheel
(Premium)

Atlas White
(Solid)*

Serenity White
(Pearl)*

Shimmering Silver
(Metallic)*

Cypress Green
(Pearl)*

Jupiter Orange
(Metallic)*

Ultimate Red
(Metallic)*

Engine Red
(Solid)*

Sailing Blue
(Pearl)*

Ecotronic Grey
(Pearl)*

Shadow Grey
(Solid)*

19" Alloy Wheel 
(Ultimate)

19" Alloy Wheel
(N-Line and N-Line S)



The Hyundai 5-Year Unlimited Mileage Warranty applies only to Hyundai vehicles that have been
originally sold by an authorised Hyundai retailer to an end-customer, as set out in the terms and
conditions of the warranty booklet. 8 years or 100,000 miles warranty on vehicle battery unit.
Local terms and conditions apply. Contact your official Hyundai dealer for further information.

All the information contained in this brochure is provisional and subject to change without notice
and is intended only as preliminary notification. Possible variations in the representation of
vehicle colours are due to the limitations of printing technology. The products shown correspond
to the offer and the range of equipment for European markets. The vehicles shown in this
brochure may be equipped with additional equipment at extra cost, and not all model versions
are included in this brochure. Hyundai Motor Europe reserves the right to make changes to
technical specifications and equipment content without notice.
Please consult your Hyundai retailer for exact details.

Details within this brochure are subject to change. 

Hyundai Motor UK Ltd
Ground Floor, Birchwood Building
Springfield Drive
Leatherhead KT22 7LP
T: 0800 981 981
www.hyundai.co.uk
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